Three of Hearts

Directed by: Yurek Bogayevicz
Starring: William Baldwin, Kelly Lynch, Sherilyn Fenn
Written by: Adam Greenman
Produced by: Wayne Fenn, Mitch Glazer
Revised by: Adam Greenman

Free of Hearts

Lynch does a fine job in the role of a mainstream the end is an interesting look at a friendship once he has tasted the spiral of love. What Three of Hearts becomes in the end is an interesting look at a friendship (Lynch and Baldwin) that begins in one of the bizarre ways that friendships sometimes do. Bogayevicz's film occasionally rambles from its probable course, but is satisfying in the end in its resistance of the classic Hollywood ending.

The Tech Performing Arts Series

Preservation Hall Jazz Band

Original band members and their disciples perform in an evening of traditional and Dixieland jazz. A Bank of Boston Celebrity Series Event.
Saturday, May 1, 8 p.m., Symphony Hall

MIT price: $7.50
Tickets are on sale at the Technology Community Association, W20-450 in the Student Center. Office hours posted on the door. Call x3-4885 for further information.

The Tech Performing Arts Series, a service for the entire MIT community, from The Tech, MIT's student newspaper, in conjunction with the Technology Community Association, MIT's student community service organization.

Hey You!

Seeking individuals with expertise in fingerprint image recognition systems; and electrical engineering. Seeking partners in project involving development of an innovative new product. Will trade equity for expertise. Must be motivated, dependable, and aggressive.

BAX to: (508) 695-3062

M.I.T. Community Summer Softball

1993

Organizational Meeting Wed. May 5
New Team Entries Accepted

5:30 P.M.

Student Center
Twenty Chimneys

For more information, contact:
Marino D. Tavarez, MITCSS Commissioner
MIT Res. 208-131, Messages: 262-9032

The Tech Performing Arts Series

Only two of Three of Hearts portrayed convincingly